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Stochastic Functions with Applications*
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In a variety of statistical problems one needs to manipulate a sequence of
stochastic functions involving some unknown parameters. The asymptotic behavior
of the estimated parameters often depends on the asymptotic properties of such
functions. Especially, the consistency of the estimated parameters follows from the
uniform convergence of the sequence of stochastic functions. A theorem on uniform
convergence of a sequence of vector valued random functions is presented. The
forms of these functions are very general and the assumptions are rather natural. If
the sequence of random functions is generated by a sequence of random vectors,
these random vectors are only required to be independently distributed and can
be of different dimensions. As applications, we consider the consistency of the
estimated regression parameters in logistic regression and in M-estimation in a
linear model.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let y1 , y2 , ... be a sequence of independent random vectors and gi ( yi , %)
be a sequence of p_1 vector functions which involve an unknown
parameter %. Denote y=[ yi , i1] and
Gn( y, %)=n&1 :
n
i=1
gi ( yi , %). (1)
In many statistical problems, we need to get an estimate % n of % based on
the observed variables yi through function Gn( y, %). In order to obtain the
asymptotic behavior of % n , it is often sufficient to demonstrate uniform con-
vergence of Gn( y, %). Especially, the strong consistency of % n follows from
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the uniform convergence with probability one of Gn( y, %). Theorems 1, 2,
and 4 of Jennrich (1969) deal with the uniform convergence of a sequence
of stochastic functions. Based on these theorems, Jennrich obtained the
strong consistency of a sequence of nonlinear regression estimators.
Theorem A.5 of Hoadley (1971) is on uniform convergence in probability
and was used in developing the weak consistency of maximum likelihood
estimators. Equation (2.14) of Yohai and Maronna (1979) is also concerned
with the uniform convergence of a sequence of stochastic functions. It plays
a key role in proving the weak consistency of M-estimators. Lemma A of
Wu (1981) is another result on uniform convergence of a sequence of
stochastic functions, a version of which had been used repeatedly in
developing the asymptotic properties of nonlinear regression estimators
in Wu’s paper. Cheng and Li (1984) investigated the strong consistency of
M-estimators in a linear model, their Eq. (2.7) is on the uniform con-
vergence of stochastic functions with probability one. When p2n is large in
a linear regression model with p regressors, Portnoy (1984) proved the weak
consistency of M-estimators under some conditions. Portnoy’s Lemma 3.1
can also be regarded as a uniform convergence theorem.
Even though a variety of results on uniform convergence of stochastic
functions are available, either the forms of gi are not general enough or the
assumptions involved are too restricted. For example, in both Theorem 4
of Jennrich (1969) and Lemma A of Wu (1981), the random sequences are
some nonstochastic functions times random errors. Equation (2.14) of
Yohai and Maronna (1979) and Eq. (2.7) of Cheng and Li (1984) are also
special forms of random functions, as are the functions in (3.1) of Portnoy
(1984). Theorem 1 of Jennrich (1969) is on weak convergence. The func-
tions U( y, %) in Theorem 16 of Ferguson (1996) and g( y, %) in Jennrich’s
(1969) Theorem 2, which was proved in Mickey et al. (1963, p. 40), can be
very general, but the sequence yi involved are i.i.d. . Theorem A.5 of
Hoadley (1971) is very general, but the assumptions are very restricted.
For example, let (xi , yi ) be a random sample from a bivariate distribution
F and gi (xi , yi , %)=xi ( yi&xi%). Then Gn(x, y, %)=0 is the normal equa-
tion corresponding to the linear regression model yi=xi %+=. It is
apparent that gi cannot satisfy assumption (b) of Theorem A.5 of Hoadley
(1971) unless the support of F is bounded. For uniform convergence of
Gn(x, y, %), the result in the next section does not require that F have a
bounded support, the existence of Exy and Ex2 plus the fact that supi xi is
bounded in probability will suffice.
Under some conditions, we will consider the uniform convergence of
Gn( y, %) defined in (1). As a referee pointed out, under different conditions,
there exist theorems of uniform convergence of stochastic functions in the
literature of empirical process (e.g., Section 8 in Pollard, 1990) and in the
literature of stochastic process (e.g., Jain and Kallianpur, 1970). Our result
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is different from the convergence of the stochastic process. Our assump-
tions follow the standard conditions in the statistics literature rather than
those in the empirical process literature. In some sense, our result is a
generalization of Theorem 2 in Jennrich (1969) and Theorem A.5 of Hoadley
(1971). In the generalized result, the functions gi can be of different
forms and the random vectors yi can also be of different dimensions. When
applying our result to a regression problem the regressors need not be
uniformly bounded, as demonstrated in our applications.
We state our theorem and some related results in Section 2. In Section 3,
we show how to apply the results to the consistency problem of an estimated
parameter. The consistency of estimated regression parameters in logistic
regression and in linear model robust estimation are demonstrated through
some specific examples.
2. A THEOREM AND SOME RELATED RESULTS
In this section we will present a very general result on the uniform con-
vergence of a sequence of vector-valued stochastic functions. Let 00 be a
sample space and 3 be a compact set. For each % # 3, let Zn(|, %) be a
sequence of random vectors defined on 00 . The following lemma will be
used in proving our theorem and can be of independent interest.
Lemma. If for each % # 3, Zn(|, %) w
a.s. 0 as n  , and the family
[Zn(|, %), | # 00 , n1] is equicontinuous in % # 3, then sup% # 3 &Zn(|, %)&
wa.s. 0.
Proof. Let =>0 be given. Since [Zn(|, %), | # 00 , n1] is equicon-
tinuous in % # 3 and 3 is compact, there exist %1 , ..., %q and open sets
B1 , ..., Bq of 3 such that qj=1 Bj=3, %j # Bj , and for % # Bj ,
sup
n
sup
| # 00
&Zn(|, %)&Zn(|, %j )&<=2. (2)
Let Cj=Bj&( j&11 Bl ), then the Cj are disjoint. From (2) we have
sup
% # 3
&Zn(|, %)&sup
% # 3 "Zn(|, %)& :
q
j=1
Zn(|, %j )I[% # Cj ]"
+" :
q
j=1
Zn(|, %j )I[% # Cj ]"
 sup
1 j q, % # Cj
&Zn(|, %)&Zn(|, %j )&+ sup
1 j q
&Zn(|, %j )&
<=2+ sup
1 j q
&Zn(|, %j )&. (3)
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Since Zn(|, %j ) w
a.s. 0, for any $>0, there exists N>0 such that
P( sup
n>N
&Zn(|, %j )&>=2q)<$q, j=1, ..., q. (4)
From (3) and (4), we have
P( sup
nN
sup
% # 3
&Zn(|, %)&>=)P( sup
nN
sup
1 j q
&Zn(|, %j )&>=2)
 :
q
j=1
P( sup
nN
&Zn(|, %j )&>=2q)
<$ (5)
and the lemma follows. K
Let 0 be a sample space on which a sequence of independent random
vectors [ yi (|), i1] is defined. We want to show that Gn( y(|), %), defined
through (1), converges uniformly to a nonstochastic vector function on 3.
Denote Egi ( yi (|), %)=ai (%). We need the following assumptions:
1. 3 is a compact set and for each % # 3, n&1 ni=1 ai (%) converges
to A(%) and with probability one n&1 ni=1 [ gi ( yi (|), %)&ai (%)] con-
verges to zero.
2. There is a sequence 0k of measurable sets such that P(0&k=1 0k)
=0, and for each k the family [ gi ( yi (|), %), i1, | # 0k] is equicon-
tinuous in % # 3.
In the first assumption, the convergence of n&1 ni=1 ai (%) for each fixed
% # 3 is the usual convergence of real vectors; the convergence of
n&1 ni=1 [ gi ( yi (|), %)&ai (%)] for each % is the strong law of large
numbers for independent random vectors. If E &gi ( yi (|), %)&ai (%)&1+$<
M%<, then n&1 ni=1 [ gi ( yi (|), %)&ai (%)] converges with probability
one by the Corollary to Theorem 5.4.1 of Chung (1974, pp. 124125).
Assumption 2 is comparable to (2.4) of Cheng and Li (1984). Actually, if
gi ( yi (|), %) satisfy Lipschitz-continuity as functions of % and with a com-
mon bound on all the Lipschitz constants, then the gi will satisfy our
Assumption 2. Let g* i ( yi (|), %)=gi ( yi (|), %)%T. The following remark
gives us a way to choose 0k through the observed variables.
Remark. If &g* i ( yi (|), %)&qi ( yi ) and supi1 qi ( yi ) is bounded in
probability, then Assumption 2 holds with 0k=i=1 [qi ( yi )k].
It is possible that both Assumptions 1 and 2 can be weakened by more
basic assumptions. The reason for not setting more stringent conditions is
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because the assumptions directly on gi ( yi (|), %) are more natural and easy
to check in applications. The following uniform strong law of large
numbers is the main result of this paper. We will demonstrate how to apply
it to problems in statistics in the next section.
Theorem. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, with probability one
n&1 :
n
i=1
gi ( yi (|), %)  A(%)
uniformly for % # 3. Moreover, A(%) is uniformly continuous.
Proof. We can assume that 0k are monotonically increasing. From
Assumption 2, for any given $>0 and =>0, there exists a K>0 such that
P(0cK )<$2.
Let
G n(|, %)=Gn( y(|), %)&A(%)
and
Zn(|, %)=G n(|, %)I[| # 0K] , (6)
then by Assumption 1 Zn(|, %) w
a.s. 0 for each % # 3. Since the family
[ gi ( yi (|), %), i1, | # 0K ] is equicontinuous in % # 3 by Assumption 2,
the family [Gn( y(|), %), n1, | # 0K] is also equicontinuous and A(%) is
uniformly continuous on 3. Consequently, the family [Zn(|, %), n1,
| # 0K] is equicontinuous in % # 3. From the lemma, there exists a number
N>0 such that
P( sup
n>N
sup
% # 3
&Zn(|, %)&>=2)<$2. (7)
Let
Tn(|, %)=G n(|, %) I[| # 0cK ] , (8)
then
P(sup
n
sup
% # 3
&Tn(|, %)&>=2)P(0cK)<$2. (9)
From (6) and (8),
&G n(|, %)&&Zn(|, %)&+&Tn&. (10)
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From (7), (9), and (10), we have
P( sup
nN
sup
% # 3
&G n(|, %)&>=)P( sup
nN
sup
% # 3
&Zn(|, %)&>=2)
+P( sup
nN
sup
% # 3
&Tn(|, %)&>=2)
<$. (11)
So with probability one n&1 ni=1 gi ( yi (|), %) converges uniformly to A(%)
and A(%) is uniformly continuous. K
3. APPLICATIONS
In this section we consider how to apply the theorem to statistics. As we
have mentioned, the applications of uniform convergence of stochastic
functions can go to many different areas. These include least squares or
generalized least squares methods of nonlinear regression, robust estima-
tion, model based maximum likelihood estimation, and many others. In
this section, we will consider some applications related to data analysis.
Suppose that we have a sequence of independent random vectors yi with
density fi ( yi , %0), i=1, 2, ... . Let gi ( yi , %)=ln fi ( yi , %); the maximum
likelihood estimate % n of %0 based on the first n observed data is defined as
Gn( y, % n)=max
% # 3
Gn( y, %). (12)
Let y=[ yi , i1] be a sequence for which Gn( y, %) converges uniformly,
and % n( y ) be the corresponding estimator defined through (12). Assume
that %0 # 3 and 3 is compact, then there is a convergent subsequence
% nk ( y ) with limit %$ and
Gnk ( y, % nk ( y ))Gnk ( y, %0). (13)
Since Gn( y, %) converges uniformly, we have
A(%$)A(%0).
So we must have %$=%0 if A(%) attains its unique maximum at %0 , since
any subsequence of % n( y ) contains a convergent subsequence which con-
verges to the same limit %0 , % n( y )  %0 . This is true for almost every y,
consequently % n w
a.s. %0 .
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If we do not know the density of yi and only know Eyi=+i (%0) with %0
being unknown in the above setting, we may use least squares or iteratively
reweighted least squares by choosing weight functions Wi (%). Let
gi ( yi , %)=+* Ti (%) Wi (%)( yi&+(%));
the iteratively reweighted least squares estimator of %0 based on the first n
observations is obtained by solving an equation
Gn( y, %)=0. (14)
Let % n be a sequence of solutions which satisfy (14) and lie in a compact
set 3. Then any convergent subsequence % nk , with a limit %$, of % n satisfies
Gnk ( y, % nk )=0.
If Gn converges uniformly for almost every y and the limit function A(%) of
Gn( y, %) has a unique zero at %0 # 3, then %$=%0 . With a similar argument
as for the maximum likelihood estimate, % n will be strongly consistent for %0 .
The above gives a general idea of how to apply the theorem to some
estimation problems. In a specific problem, we need to check whether
Gn( y, %) converges uniformly. This will be demonstrated through the
following two examples. The first example is logistic regression and the
second one is robust estimation in a linear model. For generality, we
assume that the design variables xi may also be random in these examples.
Example 1. Let xi , i=1, 2, ..., be independent random vectors; and yi ,
i=1, 2, ..., be independent binomial random variables with E( yi | xi )=
ni pi (xi ). Logistic regression models pi with logit link ln( pi(1&pi ))=
xTi %0 . It is easy to check that the MLE % n of %0 satisfies Gn(x, y, % n)=0
with
gi (xi , yi , %)=xi [ yi&ni exp(xTi %)(1+exp(x
T
i %))].
So
ai (%)=niE[xi [exp(xTi %0)(1+exp(x
T
i %0))&exp(x
T
i %)(1+exp(x
T
i %))]].
We need to assume that for each %, n&1 ni=1 ai (%) converges and
n&1 ni=1 [ gi (xi , yi , %)&ai (%)] converges to zero with probability one,
which is a very modest assumption. Since
g* i (%)=&nixixTi exp(x
T
i %)(1+exp(x
T
i %))
2,
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we have
&g* i (%)&ni &xixTi &,
which are uniformly bounded on 0k=i=1 [&xi &k], so gi are equicon-
tinuous in % for | # 0k . If we assume supi &xi& is bounded in probability,
Assumption 2 holds by the Remark. By applying the theorem, Gn(x, y, %)
converges uniformly on any compact set of %. So % n will be strongly con-
sistent if A(%) has a unique zero point %0 on 3.
Example 2. For a linear regression model
yi=xTi %0+ei , i=1, 2, ..., n.
We want to estimate %0 through a robust procedure. Assuming that
var(ei )=_2 and is known, for simplicity, a robust procedure is to choose
a function  and solve
n&1 :
n
i=1
[( yi&xTi %)_]xi=0 (15)
for % n . In order to apply the theorem for the strong consistency of % n , we
need to show that the left-hand side of (15) converges uniformly. For this
purpose we take Tukey’s biweight -function
(u)={u(1&u
2)2,
0,
|u|1
|u|>1
=u(1&u2)2 I[|u|1]
as an example. The other -functions (e.g., Huber’s function, Hampel’s
redescending function and Andrew’s wave function, etc.) are basically
similar. Now let
gi (xi , yi , %)=xi [( yi&xTi %)_][1&( yi&x
T
i %)
2_2]2 I[ | yi&x iT%|_1]
and ai (%)=Egi (xi , yi , %). We need to assume that for each %, n&1 ni=1 ai (%)
converges and n&1 ni=1 [ gi (xi , yi , %)&ai (%)] converges to zero with
probability one as in the last example. Since
g* i (%)=(xi xTi _)[1&( yi&x
T
i %)
2_2][1&5( yi&xTi %)
2_2] I[| yi&x iT %|_1] ,
we have
&g* i (%)&4 &xixTi &_,
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which are uniformly bounded on 0k=i=1 [&xi&k], consequently gi
are equicontinuous in % for | # 0k . If we assume supi &xi& is bounded in
probability, Assumption 2 holds by the Remark. Applying the theorem, we
know that Gn(x, y, %) converges uniformly on any compact set of %. So if
A(%) has a unique zero point %0 on 3, % n will be strongly consistent.
We usually do not know _2 in practice; if we have an estimate _^ which
satisfies
_^(ay1 , ..., ayn)=|a| _^( y1 , ..., yn)
and is strongly consistent for _, the strong consistency of % n which satisfies
n&1 :
n
i=1
[( yi&xTi % n)_^]xi=0 (16)
can also follow from the above argument. From (16),
n&1 :
n
i=1
[( yi&xTi %)_^]xi=n
&1 :
n
i=1
[( yi&xTi %)_]xi+Bn(_^&_), (17)
where Bn=(b1n , ..., bpn)T with
bjn=n&1 :
n
i=1
xij[( yi&xTi %)_^j] 4 [( yi&x
T
i %)_^j]
and all the _^j lie between _^ and _. For the biweight -function, we have
4 (u)=(1&u2)(1&5u2) I[|u|1] .
So |4 | is bounded. If we assume that both n&1 ni=1 &xi yi& and
n&1 ni=1 &xix
T
i & converge with probability one, then with probability one
&Bn& is bounded uniformly in % # 3 when n is large. So the second term on
the right-hand side of (17) goes to zero uniformly for % # 3 with probability
one. Hence the % n in (16) is also strongly consistent if %0 is the unique zero
point of A(%).
The consistency of the estimated parameter in a logistic regression model
and M-estimators in a linear regression model have been obtained under
diffent conditions by different authors. Proving the uniform convergence of
Gn(x, y, %) perhaps gives a unified approach to these problems. It is
obvious that this approach can be easily generalized to other consistency
problems involving both linear models and nonlinear models.
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